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Green Framing in Corporate Poultry Videos: An Analysis of Sustainability Messaging

Abstract
Large broiler chicken companies have been under pressure by consumers to reduce their carbon footprint, improve animal welfare and labor practices, and enhance environmental quality across the industry. This study examines how large broiler chicken companies have addressed sustainability within video content directed toward consumers and posted on YouTube. To conceptualize this study, we used the 1990 Farm Bill definition of agricultural sustainability. It is important to examine articulations of agricultural sustainability as company messages often incorporate sustainability philosophies and ideologies while referencing specific production practices and goals. This study used qualitative content analysis to analyze 440 videos, and framing analysis to closely examine a subset of 55 videos, from three of the largest broiler chicken companies in the United States. The framing analysis revealed that stewardship, natural state, and catalyst for change were the three most frequently used sustainability frames across the companies. These frames focus on elements of caretaking, responsibility, and public accountability, and apply these ideals to people, chickens, and profit within the organization. Few discussions of environmental stewardship were found within our analysis. While frames were not necessarily connected to production practices, each company did tend to leverage frames in ways that align with brand positioning. Companies should consider implementing discussions of how production practices affect the environment more directly, since protecting the environment and replenishing natural resources are concepts consumers associate with sustainability.
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Introduction

Consumers are concerned about where their food comes from and how it is produced (A Dangerous Food Disconnect, 2018). As more people become disconnected from farms, consumers’ knowledge of agricultural production practices will increasingly come from mass media channels and organizational sources (Kovar & Ball, 2013; Settle, et al., 2017; Powell & Agnew, 2011; Kovar & Ball, 2013; Settle, et al., 2017; Powell & Agnew, 2011). With limited first-hand experience, quickly advancing technology, and a general view that “big is bad” among consumers when it comes to agriculture, communicating with consumers about modern farming can be challenging (Rumble & Irani, 2016; Weatherell, et al., 2003).

In particular, the livestock production industry is facing media criticism and communication challenges connected to animal welfare, the use of antibiotics, environmental degradation, food safety, and questions about the nutritional value of animal-based products (Specht, et al., 2014; Zimbelman, et al., 1995). These topics have become especially salient for the broiler chicken industry with the announcement of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) guidelines for the use of antibiotics in food production and with documentary films like Food Inc. and Rotten, which negatively portray large broiler corporations (FDA, 2013; McKenna, 2017). Limited first-hand experience combined with negative, emotional, and reactive media coverage of animal agriculture (Specht & Rutherford, 2013), makes consumer views about animal agriculture “uncertain and malleable” (Doerfert, 2003). It also creates an environment in which emotional pleas and message framing are especially persuasive (Kovar & Ball, 2013; Specht et al., 2014).

The goal of this study was to examine how large broiler companies frame sustainability and farm production practices within video content on company YouTube channels. Video is a vital component of most organizational messaging strategies. Organizations can use this participatory medium to demonstrate what happens on the farm and offer a visual manifestation of the company’s sustainability values in action (A Clear View of Transparency and how it builds consumer trust, 2015). Videos are one of the most influential sources of information for consumers on topics of farming (USFRA, 2015). While other studies have focused on how companies frame messages about food and agriculture in terms of sustainability (Swenson & Olsen, 2017; Van Gorp & van der Goot, 2012), fewer have specifically focused on animal agriculture or broiler chicken companies. Also, while previous sustainability framing studies have investigated visual framing devices, they have not specifically investigated video mediums, which provide unique opportunities for framing due to the compositional factors, mise en scène, and musical dimensions of the medium (Rose, 2007).

Literature Review

Definitions of Agricultural Sustainability

Interpretations of agricultural sustainability vary and have mirrored what is salient in the cultural landscape. Yet, definitions of sustainable agriculture often arrange themselves into two schools of thought: agricultural sustainability as a “system-describing concept and as a goal-prescribing concept” (Hansen, 1996, p. 119; Thompson, 1992). With regard to the goal-describing concept, definitions usually have specific references to agricultural management strategies. Hansen (1996) noted that agricultural sustainability is referred to as an alternative
philosophy centered on low inputs and usually described in contrast with conventional agriculture or practices that are input intensive, large-scale, and use large amounts of pesticides, fertilizers, and antibiotics (Hill & MacRae, 1988). This definition of agricultural sustainability seems to value approaches in opposition to conventional agriculture, a term created out of reform movements focused on issues like diminished natural resources, harm of animals and the environment, and human health and safety risks (Dahlberg, 1991; Hansen, 1996). Scholars have argued the term conventional agriculture was created to “justify alternative approaches to agriculture” (Hansen, 1996, p. 120) and it may not adequately describe dominant philosophies of agriculture (Beus & Dunlap, 1991). Further, some scholars have argued that defining agricultural sustainability in opposition to conventional agriculture may cause some to reject mainstream approaches and philosophies that are effective (Hansen, 1996).

The second school of thought takes a goal-prescribing approach to agricultural sustainability, where definitions focus on the ability of a system to meet a set of goals or to continue throughout time (Hansen, 1996). Definitions in this category derive from sustainable development, in which goals focus on social justice, economic progress, and the environment and measure impact on the “Triple Bottom Line” or the balance between people, profit, and the planet (Bell & Morse, 2008; Hansen, 1996). For example, the American Society of Agronomy defines sustainable agriculture as a system that “over the long term, enhances environmental quality and the resource base on which agriculture depends; provides for basic human food and fiber needs; is economically viable; and enhances the quality of life for growers and society as a whole” (American Society of Agronomy, 1989, p. 15). Definitions like this rely on the author to define concepts, values, and weigh the importance of goals (Castellini et al., 2012; Hansen, 1996; Lynam & Herdt, 1989). Other definitions of agricultural sustainability focus on the ability of a system to exist over an extended period and often reference the maintenance of outputs and productivity, benefits to future generations, and usage of land over time (Conway & Barbie, 1988; Gray, 1991; Hansen, 1996; Monteith, 1990).

When looking at agricultural sustainability through the lens of animal production practices and on farm activities, it is also important to consider how sustainable agriculture was defined by Congress in the 1990 Farm Bill. As defined by Congress under law, the term sustainable agriculture means:

An integrated system of plant and animal production practices having a site-specific application that will, over the long term: satisfy human food and fiber needs; enhance environmental quality and the natural resource base upon which the agricultural economy depends; make the most efficient use of nonrenewable resources and on-farm resources and integrate, where appropriate, natural biological cycles and controls; sustain the economic viability of farm operations; and enhance the quality of life for farmers and society as a whole, (United States Department of Agriculture, 2002, p. 19).

It is important to consider all definitions of agricultural sustainability because agricultural companies often articulate sustainability philosophies and ideologies while pointing to specific production practices. At the same time, consumers, documentary producers, and news media organizations might be relying on different definitions of sustainability when discussing livestock production practices and goals.
Sustainability Narratives

Within definitions of agricultural sustainability, there is flexibility for authors to push ideologies and claim that various agricultural practices are sustainable within the parameters of organizational goals. Research must investigate how this might occur within the context of large-scale, modern communication and marketing efforts. In the case of agricultural sustainability messaging, where topics are complex and consumers may lack contextual knowledge about agricultural production, frames are valuable as they help simplify and organize ideas, while providing an interpretive toolkit to help message receivers attribute meaning to different situations (Steede, et al., 2020; Swenson, et al., 2016; Swidler, 1986; Van Gorp & van der Goot, 2012). Sustainability frames also connect visuals, symbols, and messaging components to cultural reference systems, which in turn helps receivers form ideas about issues and sources through the expression of shared values (Clark, 1996; Nisbet, 2009; Van Gorp & van der Goot, 2012).

In response to negative media and cultural paradigm shifts, companies have increased paid and owned content dedicated to reframing industry issues and company practices around sustainability (Cronin, et al., 2011; Haanaes, et al., 2011; Swenson & Olsen, 2017). With the importance of agricultural sustainability to consumers, increased salience has meant more companies are integrating sustainability concepts into strategic communications efforts and carving out their own definitions (Van Gorp & van der Goot, 2012). The effectiveness of this content to result in behavior change has been questioned by scholars, and consumers may be particularly skeptical of brand-driven green advertisements because of company reputation and motives. Consumers may view the framing of these sustainability messages as misleading, or as a clear attempt to bolster the brand’s image while avoiding discussions about specific agricultural practices in relationship to sustainability constructs (Atkinson & Kim, 2015; Swenson & Olsen, 2017).

Previous research has elucidated common frames for food, science, and technology topics as they pertain to sustainability (Nisbet, 2008; Swenson & Olsen, 2017; Van Gorp & van der Goot, 2012). However, these studies have not examined frames related to agricultural sustainability in the context of livestock production, nor how agricultural companies leverage these frames in connection with specific agricultural practices. Also, these studies have not focused on visual framing devices found within videos. Specht and Rutherford (2013) stressed the need to further investigate visual representations of livestock production (Specht & Rutherford, 2013).

Theoretical Framework

Framing Theory

Framing organizes communication content within a context that is familiar to the receiver. It also focuses attention on certain events and places story components into a field of meaning (Arowolo, 2017; Goffman, 1974). Frames are presented to an audience and influence receivers’ processing of a piece of content. Frames also help receivers use cognitive shortcuts that link the message to other systems of meaning for the receiver (Arowolo, 2017). In essence, frames not only tell the audience what to think about, like agenda setting theory, but also tells audiences how to think about that issue (Goffman, 1974). Entman (1993) also noted that frames
can be how a group convinces others to understand and evaluate an issue. Some frames may resonate with the receiver, and some frames the receiver may deem as an inauthentic blurring of truth and reality. For Ardèvol-Abreu (2015) this means that in order for frames to affect message processing in the desired manner, there must be a “constant negotiation between the individual’s social skills, attitudes, ideology, and the new information that comes through different news texts” and frames must match the “the schemas and belief system of the reader” (p. 430).

Some frames may resonate with the receiver, and some frames the receiver may deem as an inauthentic blurring of truth and reality. For Ardèvol-Abreu (2015) this means that in order for frames to affect message processing in the desired manner, there must be a “constant negotiation between the individual’s social skills, attitudes, ideology, and the new information that comes through different news texts” and frames must match the “the schemas and belief system of the reader” (p. 430).

**Framing and Public Relations**

Frames are composed of a core frame or central idea, as well as framing devices. Framing devices may include certain vocabulary choices, catchphrases, and metaphors, as well as visuals and moral appeals (Price, Nir, & Cappella, 2005). In public relations efforts, core frames and framing devices play a central role in how an organization builds common ground with audiences through unified reference systems (Hallahan, 1999; Reber & Berger, 2005). Based on these frames of reference, public relations professionals make strategic decisions about structuring messaging themes and choosing framing devices, such as selecting images, to reinforce themes and connections. In this process, frames can position attributes of a company, its business activities and actions, products and services, critical issues, and criticisms in the mind of audiences.

Public relations professionals can leverage frames to discuss the cause for issues and who is responsible, whether that means taking ownership or minimizing responsibility (Hallahan, 1999; Smith, 2012). Frames are also a key component in image repair (Smith, 2012). Combining framing devices and themes from public relations content with their own personal experience, ideology, popular thinking, and other cultural issues as presented by media sources, receivers construct meaning (Nisbet, 2008; Price et al., 2005; Van Gorp & van der Goot, 2012). Given vague or overlapping definitions of agricultural sustainability, frames created and circulated by organizations can be an essential component of communicating issues regarding agricultural sustainability and convincing receivers that a company’s production practices are sustainable (Swenson & Olsen, 2017).

**Purpose & Research Objectives**

The purpose of this study was to better understand common topics, techniques, and frames within video messages that connect sustainability philosophies and on-farm production practices. This qualitative content analysis aims to answer these research questions:

RQ1: What are the primary topics of large broiler chicken company videos on company YouTube channel(s) and organizational websites?
RQ2: What are the general filming techniques (animation, camera footage, seated interview, live subject or host, text overlays, live video approach) used in videos focusing on chicken production?
RQ3: What are the primary frames used in videos focusing on chicken production and agricultural sustainability?

Method

To determine the research sample, we gathered content from the YouTube channels of three broiler chicken companies: Tyson Food Inc. (and Tyson Brand), Sanderson Farms, and Perdue farms. These organizations were selected because they are in the top four of the largest U.S. broiler chicken companies (National Chicken Council, n.d.), have active YouTube channels, and received negative media coverage criticizing their production practices (Castillo, 2014; Snyder, 2015; Moyer, 2015). YouTube is one of the fastest growing, and most visited websites in the United States, and has been acknowledged by companies as an ideal platform for housing content, sharing marketing messages, and advertising to consumer groups (Agrawal, 2016; Ahn, et al., 2007; Freeman & Chapman, 2007). U.S. broiler chicken companies have reached audiences with YouTube. For example, in late 2022, Tyson Foods Inc. had 5,070 subscribers to their YouTube channel and 7.5 million views on their videos, while Sanderson Farms had 8,060 subscribers to their YouTube channel and 50.8 million views on their videos.

This research focuses on all videos posted between January 1, 2014 and July 30, 2018. This timeframe was selected because 2014 was a high visibility year for the industry and for the companies involved as the highly pathogenic avian influenza virus rampaged the poultry industry (USDA, 2017). The selected period covers time in which there was additional pressure to change production practices, as the FDA announced new guidelines for antibiotic use in animal production systems in 2013 (FDA, 2013). In 2014, both Tyson Foods Inc. and Perdue Farms announced major initiatives to end their use of antibiotics by 2016 (Perdue Company Stewardship Report, 2016; Huffstutter, 2015). By extending the analysis for two years beyond the 2016 deadline, the research sample is designed to capture both short-term and long-term changes made in production practices and potential shifts in messages about sustainability. In addition to YouTube, we also searched the three company websites for videos connected to topics like sustainability, animal welfare, chicken myths, sustainably raised, humanely raised, and growers to discover any additional relevant video content. All videos posted on the organizational YouTube channels, plus the supplemental videos from organizational webpages, resulted in a sample of 440 videos.

To identify primary topics within our sample and answer the first research question, we followed the grounded theory approach of data collection from Corbin & Strauss (2008). We looked at a pilot sample of video titles and written descriptions for an early, comprehensive list of potential primary topics. Then, we watched the full sample of videos at double speed. Each video was analyzed for dominant concepts and central ideas, then dominant ideas were categorized into collapsed groups. This process was repeated until the primary topics were determined.

After eliminating videos that did not discuss farm-specific production practices, the subset included 55 videos. To answer the second research question, we followed the methodological approach of Rose (2007) to identify video characteristics and filming techniques within the subset of videos (n = 55). We recorded the following characteristics and techniques: animation, camera footage, seated interview, live subject or host (speaker walking through a farm or other setting with camera moving along with them), text overlays, and live video approach (real-time footage). The idea of the live subject/host speaker comes from the widely
held news and journalism term known as a standup (Pittman, 2014). Based on previous research conducted by The Center for Food Integrity (2008), which links the source of information about on the farm practices to overall trust, we also recorded speaker affiliation for videos within this subset. Videos may contain multiple visual techniques or characteristics, as well as various speakers and affiliations.

To conduct the framing analysis and answer the third research question, we relied on sustainability framing packages and typologies as previously described for science, food, and agricultural messaging, as outlined by Table 1 (Nisbet, 2008; Swenson & Olsen, 2017; Van Gorp & van der Goot, 2012). Messaging framing devices include the use of catchphrases, the allusions to history or aspects of culture, the use of metaphors, or strategic lexical choices as well as elements within the message that suggest a sustainability definition, moral base, or emotion (Ferree, 2002; Van Gorp & van der Goot, 2012). The frames in Table 1 were the primary framing typologies used. This research focuses specifically on visual framing devices, and how the compositional factors of content, light, color, perspective, and expressive content may contribute to the frame (Rose, 2007).

Table 1

Framing Typology of Frames Applicable to Food and Agriculture

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frame</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Sources used to develop frame and description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social Progress</td>
<td>Improving the quality of life for people or helping solve their problems. This is considered a subset of the progress frame.</td>
<td>Nisbet &amp; Scheufele, 2009; Swenson &amp; Olsen, 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic Development</td>
<td>Minimizing economic impact on people and government, or businesses.</td>
<td>Dahinden, 2002; Nisbet, 2008; Nisbet &amp; Scheufele, 2009; Swenson &amp; Olsen, 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progress</td>
<td>Modernization and scientific advancement within the food system, sometimes pertaining to technological advancement.</td>
<td>Dahinden, 2002; Nisbet &amp; Scheufele, 2009; Swenson &amp; Olsen, 2017; Van Gorp &amp; van der Goot, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catalyst for change</td>
<td>Celebrating or warning against those companies, people, policies, and actions that could upset the current balance of systems as related to sustainability. This is considered a subset of the progress frame.</td>
<td>Nisbet, 2009; Swenson &amp; Olsen, 2017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Natural State
Values those practices that return farming to an idyllic, previous, more natural state. This is considered a subset of the progress frame. Dahinden, 2002; Swenson & Olsen, 2017; Van Gorp & van der Goot, 2012

Conflict
Describes issues related to food and agriculture as a struggle between two or more groups. Nisbet, 2009; Nisbet & Scheufele, 2009; Swenson & Olsen, 2017

Public Health
Displays how food and agricultural issues influence public health broadly. Nisbet, 2008; Swenson & Olsen, 2017

Stewardship
Describes and values those who are caretakers of food, farming, and environmental resources. Swenson & Olsen, 2017; Van Gorp & van der Goot, 2012

To use multiple sources of evidence for the frame analysis, the primary researcher watched the videos and uploaded video transcripts into Dedoose to code excerpts of text and analyze message content and framing devices as they align with sustainability narratives. “Dedoose is a web-based application for managing, analyzing, and presenting qualitative and mixed research data” (Dedoose, 2021, p. 1). The primary researcher met with the secondary researcher to review content, discuss initial frame themes identified, and determine consensus on coding information. After identifying frames being used in the messaging, the primary researcher returned to the videos to analyze visual content again and note how the images used, visual narratives, filming techniques, and compositional factors supported frame packages. The primary and secondary researcher then held a series of meetings to review subsets of the data and corresponding frame packages and supporting frame devices. We followed Saukko’s (2003) qualitative validity triangulation approach and focused on how “it manages to unravel social tropes and discourses that, over time, have come to pass for a ‘truth’ about the world” (Saukko, 2003, p. 20).

Results

Primary Topics

We analyzed videos on company YouTube channels and organizational websites (n=440) by first identifying the primary topic that was the focus of the videos. Videos were sorted into ten categories: cooking, industry and production awareness, corporate and social responsibility, on-farm activities and production practices, company values, product advertising and attributes, holiday and contest, growers, and food safety and processing (Table 2).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Example(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cooking</td>
<td>Videos focus on recipes and ways to cook chicken meat products made by the company.</td>
<td>Recipe videos, cooking instructional videos with a live host.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporate Social Responsibility</td>
<td>Videos focus on societal and economic impact of company practices and initiatives. They also focus on broad sustainable development efforts and initiatives as described and defined by the company.</td>
<td>Videos about how companies are supporting local communities through food security initiatives, food banks, and providing educational opportunities for students while also supporting local economies. These also include CSR sustainability report videos and executives talking about sustainability initiatives throughout the company.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry and Production Awareness</td>
<td>Videos focus on providing information about the chicken production industry and about important production topics. These videos speak from the perspective of 3rd party industry experts and do not talk about specific practices as they relate to the company in question.</td>
<td>An interview with a poultry veterinarian or animal scientist from a university where they discuss their professional opinion on why antibiotics are necessary in raising chickens.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On the Farm Activities and Production Practices</td>
<td>Videos focus on practices central to modern chicken broiler production. These focus specifically on the practices as they relate to taking care of chickens. Typically, these videos are shot on the farm with growers present or include executives talking in-depth about production practices.</td>
<td>These videos include topics of animal welfare, antibiotic use, traditional housing and free-range, and organic and non-organic practices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company Values</td>
<td>Videos focus on the history of the company and demonstrate the philosophies and values of the company.</td>
<td>These include videos where employees and executives talk about company core values or purpose.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Product Advertising and Attributes

Videos focus on promoting consumer chicken products and the attributes of the products without significant emphasis on and clear linkage made between product and animal origin and production practices (significant can be defined by failing to show or talk specifically about production practices but leveraging them as product attributes).

These include videos talking about easy-to-use products, all-natural ingredients, and the product contains no antibiotics. Typically, these are short videos that are typically noted as social media videos or TV advertisements.

Holiday and Contest

Videos focus on celebrating holidays of interest and the various consumer contests they hold during the holidays.

These included videos celebrating holidays and videos related to consumer contests.

Growers

Videos focus on the growers who grow the company’s chicken and their families.

Videos include those with emphasis on family history on the farm, why growers do what they do, and how integrators (the companies) support the growers in their work from the perspective of the growers.

Food Safety and Processing

Videos focus on food processing and food safety activities of the company in its supply chain.

These videos primarily focus on the food safety research and initiatives of the company as well as investigating behind the scenes at processing plants or when products such as chicken nuggets are made using industrial processing equipment.

The most common topic of the videos was cooking videos (50.7%). Corporate social responsibility (12.8%), and industry and production awareness (9.3%) were the next highest video topics (Table 3). Of specific interest to this study, the on-farm activities and production practices category ranked fourth amongst topics (8.2%).
Table 3

Chicken Broiler Videos by Topic (n = 440)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Video Count</th>
<th>Percentage of Videos</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cooking</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>50.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporate Social Responsibility</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>12.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry and Production Awareness</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>9.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-Farm Activities &amp; Production Practices</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Advertising and Attributes</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>7.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company Values</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holiday and Contest</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growers</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food Safety and Processing</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Video Filming Techniques and Speakers

In evaluating videos that had on-farm activity and production practice messages (n = 55) and their characteristics (Table 4), the most frequently used characteristic was camera footage or b-roll (83.3%). Also, both videos and text overlays (this includes text being used outside of the traditional beginning and ending slides as well as lower thirds) were used in over half of the videos (51.9% and 61.1% respectively). While over half of the videos chose a more traditional seated interview, fewer chose to go with the live subject route (29.6%). There was only one YouTube live video out of all videos analyzed (1.9%). This additionally was the only YouTube live video in the entire study. Overall, footage shot by a camera (including what we define as camera footage, interviews, and use of live subjects) was more frequently used than animations, as only four of the 55 videos used animations (7.4%).

When it came to the speakers in these videos, the primary speakers were growers, who were included in over half of the videos (59.3%). Company employees (22.8%) and executives (22.2%) were also featured in these videos. In the case of executives, the only people who were featured were John Perdue, Chairman of Perdue Farms, and John Tyson, Chairman of Tyson Foods Inc. Both are familial heirs to the business and former Chief Executive Officers. There were also seven videos containing omniscient speakers who were speaking on behalf of the company (13.0%). Finally, there was one video where it was unclear who the speaker was, and one video containing animation with no speaker.

Table 4

On-Farm Activity and Production Practice Video Characteristics and Speakers (n = 55)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Camera Footage</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>83.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interview</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>61.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>51.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Live Subject</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>29.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animation</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Frames

The primary frame used most frequently was stewardship (40.0%). Both catalyst for change and natural state were used an equal amount (16.4%). Conflict was the fourth highest frame used in these videos, while social progress was used in four videos (7.3%). Economics, progress, and public health were the least used frames (see Table 5). There were also two videos out of the 55 where a frame determination could not be made. For these videos, the frame did not fall within an existing typology, nor did it have a central idea that could be determined. A more detailed description of each frame and how it was supported by elements within our sample follows below.

Table 5
On-Farm Activity and Production Practice Video Primary Frames (n=55)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary Frame</th>
<th>Count (videos including)</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stewardship</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>40.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catalyst for Change</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural State</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflict</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Progress</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unclear</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progress</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Health</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Stewardship Frame

The stewardship frame in our sample resembled previously identified typologies of stewardship (Van Gorp & van der Goot, 2012). The frame centered on valuing growers, company employees, and practices that protect and care for other people, chickens, or the environment at large. The frame frequently focused on the caretaking of animals, but also focused on company growers and consumers. The metaphor of familial care was strong within this frame, as were moral appeals to the right of chickens to receive care. Also, messages contained references to listening and meeting chickens’ needs, and these messages were coupled with anthropomorphized animal tropes. Visually, this frame was supported through images of young chickens being tended to by growers, company flock health specialists, or veterinarians.
To emphasize caretaking, camera perspectives that gave viewers the point of view of the grower while taking care of chickens were commonly used, as well as handheld tracking shots from behind the grower. Low angle, tracking shots that focus on the chickens gave the effect of viewing the narrative from the chicken’s perspective or how production practices affect animals. Visual and message examples of this frame can be found in Table 6.

Catalyst for Change

The catalyst for change frame, as previously described by Swenson and Olsen (2017, p. 11), “celebrates or warns against people, companies, policies, and actions that could upset the current balance of our legal, social, political, agricultural, and environmental systems.” This frame was observed in videos within our sample, especially messages connected to company actions and policies. Key to narrative articulation were notions of disruption, going above and beyond, and not acting in line with the status quo. The message was usually supported with a description of newly proposed sustainability initiatives, or results of new production practices. Themes included articulations of surprise or the idea of the new and unexpected. Videos often incorporated humorous and light-hearted messaging and expressive visuals. Another approach to frames in this category includes taking responsibility for past actions and describing new actions as improvements. Messages had a humble, serious tone, and videos adapted a slow edit pace and strong focus on the speaker talking, typically a company executive. Topics were positioned as new, alternative production practices that would enhance animal health, instead of using antibiotics. Organizational actions like more transparent communication with consumers and enhanced feedback mechanisms or communication with growers was often referenced. Visual and message examples of this frame can be found in Table 6.

Natural State

The natural state frame was also present and similar in form to descriptions of natural state (Swenson & Olsen, 2017) and natural goodness (Van Gorp & van der Goot, 2012) frames in other scholarship. Messaging typically emphasized the ability of chickens to have freedom, and autonomy to express their “natural behaviors.” In the words of Jim Perdue this meant “letting a chicken be a chicken” (Jim Perdue Talks About Giving Chickens What They Want, 2016). Visually, associations with the natural world, such as spotlighting chickens in natural light, were common. Linked to ideas of freedom, autonomy, and room to roam, there were many shots of chickens in lush, green landscapes and using enrichments in housing. Also, the dimension of space was emphasized through the perspective of the camera. For example, there were many wide-angle shots of farmhouses and over the farm drone shots looking down on the free-range pasture, emphasizing the great deal of space given to chickens (Perdue Organic Chicken Farming, 2017). These videos included narratives addressing overarching company ideologies, but most discussed specific practices such as housing, nutrition, and organic, free-range production. Visual and message examples of this frame can be found in Table 6.

Conflict

Other scholars have described the conflict frame as struggles that occur between two parties over sustainability challenges (Nisbet, 2008; Swenson & Olsen, 2017). In this analysis,
the struggle framed between two parties focused on perception, reality, and the truth around sustainability issues and on-farm practices. Primary conflicts were company vs. consumer and company vs. company. A very small number of messages also referenced company vs. sustainability mandates, and the difficulties, obstacles, and hurdles the company overcame to have more sustainable practices. The company vs. sustainability frame was rare in this analysis and was almost exclusively used by Perdue Farms. Within the company vs. consumer conflicts, videos typically discredited consumers’ notions of animal agriculture. In company vs. company conflicts, messages focused on other companies' branding messages and how they are untrue and misleading. For example, videos referenced the “fancy language” other companies use to distract concerned consumers from their actual production practices.

Visual juxtaposition was a central technique used within this theme to discredit consumer perceptions or greenwashing claims. For example, viewers were given a behind-the-scenes look at production practices. Auteur choices supporting this frame took on the feel of documentary filmmaking and investigative reporting. Usage of a live host or subject was prominent and tripod usage was limited, in favor of handheld or Steadicam shooting, with natural lighting. To discredit consumer misperceptions, text overlays (using large type size or different colors) were used to negate important words or quotes. In company vs. company conflicts, on screen claims made by other companies were displayed in quotes, and then edited in a satirical form. Visual and message examples of this frame can be found in Table 6.

**Social Progress**

The social progress frame focused on improvements in quality of life for growers. The frame was supported through expressions of increased social value, primarily highlighting growers as the beneficiaries of company support. Growers were typically the beneficiaries of modernization within the industry and company. In messaging, there were often subtle references to upward mobility, such as increased social status and having their own business. The relationship between the company and the growers was also positioned as socially beneficial for the growers, as they were given freedom and autonomy. For example, one grower remarked, “having my own business at my home, allows me freedom and autonomy” (Donna Britt, Perdue Grower Since 1994, 2014). This was further emphasized with growers stating they now have work-life balance and can share farming experiences with their family. Common familial tropes and visuals of the family engaging in farm life were emphasized. Shots were also arranged in a way to evoke the sense of a shared experience between company employees and growers. The identity of the company employee was not always clear, and visuals signified employees, growers, and their spouses or children as part of one large organizational family. Visual and message examples of this frame can be found in Table 6.

**Economics**

The economics frame as described by Swenson and Olsen (2017) and by Nisbet (2008) is supported in these videos, mainly through discussions of minimizing economic impact on growers and consumers. Potential economic benefits to growers within the corporate family were often emphasized. Growers included themes like stability, economic certainty, and protection within the narratives. There were also explicit references to peace of mind felt by farmers, which was evoked by the calm, happy tone of the messaging and music.

Messaging typically focused on sustainable production practices that do not sacrifice product affordability, nor upset the balance between people vs. economics (profits or
affordability of food). For example, in a video about Tyson Foods Inc.’s philosophy on sustainability, John Tyson said, “we're responsible for doing the best we can in a humane way, always balanced against making sure that food remains available and affordable” (Raising Healthy Chickens [Extended], 2017). When this frame is used in this manner, message content is aligned with sustainability, eco-efficiency, and Neumeyer’s (1999) definition of sustainability. Visual and message examples of this frame can be found in Table 6.

**Progress**

The progress frame focused on modernization and the movement toward more sustainable chicken production systems. Much like in other scholarly descriptions of this frame, there was an emphasis on the value of technological advancements within the industry that would help facilitate more sustainable outcomes (Nisbet & Scheufele, 2009; Swenson & Olsen, 2017; Van Gorp & van der Goot, 2012), specifically with regard to animal welfare and improving care of animals. When referencing the technological components of this frame, b-roll shots of modern technological animal welfare tools were often used. Animated science and technology symbols were commonly incorporated into video, as well as graphs indicating upward trends. Within this context, the progress frame suggested company actions were a constant journey forward, where ongoing improvement and learning from the past was emphasized. This was supported visually through references to history, such as old images of the brand, or by interviewers set in a room with historical artifacts. Most frequently, executives were the primary speakers when this frame was being used to reframe company actions. Visual and message examples of this frame can be found in Table 6.

**Public Health**

Like in previous scholarship (Swenson & Olsen, 2017), public health frames focused on the safety of agricultural production practices and nutrition of consumer products. References to “safe” and “wholesome” products were prominent, and messages were filled with assurances and confidence. Visual text overlays provided additional assurances, often highlighting in different colors words such as “no” and “never” in statements of no antibiotics ever used on the farm or in products themselves. Repetition in messaging was also prominent within this frame. Growers shared messages connected to trust and discussed their desire for safe products for their family, reminding viewers that farmers eat these products. Growers’ homes were often used as settings and backdrops within messages. This frame linked production practices with ideas of caretaking and public accountability. Visual and message examples of this frame can be found in Table 6.
### Table 6

*Frames Used in Corporate Poultry Videos (n = 55)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Visual Example</th>
<th>Message Example</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stewardship</strong></td>
<td>“I treat them as my own kid. Checking on them, making sure they’re comfortable.”</td>
<td>Images of chickens being tended to or held by growers or veterinarians, especially young chickens, were commonly used within this frame.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Catalyst for Change</strong></td>
<td>“We take some unexpected extra steps to raise our chickens with no antibiotics ever.”</td>
<td>Animated motion graphics, humor, and lighthearted imagery were used in this frame, along with illusions of going above and beyond like the hurdles show on the left image.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Natural State</strong></td>
<td>“We went from meeting their basic needs of food, water and shelter to thinking about their wants, including the opportunities to express normal behaviors.”</td>
<td>Images that showcased lush green landscapes, enrichments in housing were frequently used. The idea of chickens having room to roam were also displayed using wide-angle, drone, as well as POV shots to demonstrate the dimension of space.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Conflict</strong></td>
<td>“Some of the best blessings we have is from farming…This is a family farm. It’s how we make a living. It’s how we teach important values to our children.”</td>
<td>Many of these videos used production practices common in documentary filmmaking, mimicking a “behind-the-scenes” type of perspective. Text overlays were used to negate potential consumer misconceptions about their business, or faulty claims by another business.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Social Progress

“Some of the best blessings we have is from farming…This is a family farm. It’s how we make a living. It’s how we teach important values to our children.”

Images shown focused extensively on families working together on the farm, as well as shots of the family together in or around their home.

Economics

“We're responsible for doing the best we can in a humane way, always balanced against making sure that food remains available and affordable.”

These were often grower testimonials sharing the economic benefits they have experienced since growing for the company.

Public Health

“We buy from other farmers for us to eat at our tables, so it’s really important that it’s safe and good.”

Grower homes as well as homes of consumers were common settings in this frame.

Discussion & Recommendations

All companies analyzed in this study emphasized agricultural sustainability as a core organizational value in messages to stakeholders (Perdue Company Stewardship Report, 2016; Huffstutter, 2015). Yet, this analysis shows that when it came to primary topics of video messages, this was a limited focus. Overall, only a small percentage of videos had significant sustainability messages that were directly connected to specific on the farm activities and production practices. There is an opportunity for chicken broiler organizations to directly highlight more specific and concrete sustainable production practices within their video messages.

While videos did focus on growers, products, and sustainability goals of the company, these were not often linked. For public relations purposes, a stronger link between these concepts might offer a more concrete idea of how the company defines its sustainability efforts, backed by evidence, practice, and actions the company has implemented (Hallahan, 1999). Creating more videos that address on-farm activities and production practices could be a potential way to frame responsibility, positive organizational actions, and the company’s position within the greater sustainability landscape. While a significant number of videos provided information on the
chicken production industry, these videos were from the perspective of third-party subject matter experts, and in turn, videos often did not talk about specific practices of a particular company.

For the small subset of videos that did focus on chicken production and on-farm activities, our analysis revealed common characteristics, stylistic choices, and speakers highlighted. It is notable that on-camera interviews and b-roll camera footage of the farm were frequently used. Most videos used highly polished and heavily edited formats of video, instead of using techniques like live videos. Our analysis also offers a close look at the types of speakers used in videos, and we found a high number of industry subject matter experts featured. The primary focus of most subject matter expert interviews was reframing broad industry issues and refuting commonly held perceptions or claims about general agricultural production, typically when it came to issues of animal wellbeing and public health. These messages took pressure off a specific farm and redirected frames of reference to the entire agricultural industry.

Poultry companies have faced negative criticism regarding animal welfare, responsible antibiotic use, product safety, and mistreatment of growers (Fraser, 2001). As such, it was not surprising that the top three frames used were stewardship, catalyst for change, and natural state. These frames focus on elements of caretaking, responsibility, public accountability, and stewardship and apply these ideals to people, chickens, and profit within the organization. We found that stewardship videos frequently highlighted growers within interviews. These videos connected company production to ideas of familial caretaking and stewardship (A Dangerous Food Disconnect, 2018). Leveraging stories about company employees supports a corporation as family message that has a long history in organizational communication (Mandell, 2002; Swenson, 2017). However, chicken production has also been criticized for its contributions to environmental issues such as water pollution, global warming, and increased land use dedicated to growing feed (Fraser, 2001; Mason & Singer, 1990). As such, it is surprising that we found many mentions of stewardship connected to the caretaking of people and animals, but few mentions of stewardship connected to the environment or natural resources in the videos.

The conflict frame was also present within our analysis. Like the progress frame, messages with company vs. consumer conflict frames may imply there is not a need for organizational change to enhance environmental impact or change production practices, instead messages may imply that blame rests with consumers to simply get educated on issues. If chicken broiler organizations are going to emphasize the disconnect between consumers and food production as an important conflict, they should produce more video content that includes specific on the farm activities and production practices, as this was a gap that we identified in video content.

The conflict and stewardship frames function to paint alternative pictures of sustainable production practices, in opposition to how chicken production has been portrayed and framed in other media. Fraser (2001) discusses issues with agricultural organizations that have “responded with public relations material promoting a very positive image of animal agriculture” to negative portrayals of animal agriculture by other media sources and deny critics’ claims entirely (Fraser, 2001, p. 1). Fraser (2001) argues this has resulted in two diametrically opposed portrayals of animal agriculture that are highly simplistic. According to other researchers, when the conflict frame is used without acknowledging a critic’s concerns or without showcasing common ground, consumers may feel there is limited agreement about facts and truth and may have difficulty engaging with content (Fraser, 2001). Other researchers have pointed out that this communication strategy may alienate consumers and perpetuate the bias consumers feel toward companies and not lead to meaningful change for the industry, since the frame tends to shift
responsibility away from the company and imply consumers are simply wrong (Peloza, Loock, et al., 2012).

Companies did address trials and tribulations of changing practices, as well as how change resulted from concerns and criticisms leveraged by outside sources in a small handful of messages within our analysis. According to other scholarship, this communication approach may be an effective cue as it demonstrates transparency, responsibility, and accountability (Rawlins, 2008; Rim, et al., 2019). More videos about sustainability challenges and changes might be an effective strategy for companies; for example, Rim, and colleagues (2019) evaluated transparency signaling within agribusiness messages and found that more transparency led to higher perceived integrity, with no effects on perceived competence and company reputation. This previous research and our analysis suggests that it might be valuable for researchers to take a closer look at this subset of sustainability videos, especially those within the conflict or progress frame categories, that include narratives about challenges faced, criticisms, and attempts at organizational change, even if those attempts at sustainability were not completely successful.

Implications for Practice

Video continues to be an influential route to communicate farm practices and sustainability efforts to consumers. Frame choices within video messages demonstrate company priorities and values. Framing choices can align company philosophy, consumer knowledge, and on the farm practices. Frames can link specific production practices of the company to agricultural sustainability goals. Our analysis demonstrates the approaches that different companies are taking to do this, as well as opportunities to leverage different frames within video messages.

Large companies might consider expanding the videos they offer to consumers, especially on topics that consumers are demanding like animal care, production practices and environmental impacts (Perception Survey and Sustainability Research Roadmap, 2015). Companies also infrequently addressed how they are protecting natural resources and limiting negative environmental impacts on the farm within video messages. Companies should consider implementing discussions of how production practices affect the environment more directly, since protecting the environment and replenishing natural resources are concepts consumers associate with sustainability (Perception Survey and Sustainability Research Roadmap, 2015). Companies might directly acknowledge sustainability concerns, issues, and challenges, and share live footage rather than heavily edited narratives about on-farm production practices.

Using this framing analysis as a guide, future research might investigate how consumers interpret message frames relative to company intent. Understanding how consumers think about all of these frames and their interest in various video topics would be a valuable addition to literature on sustainability videos. Additional research might also investigate how to best align consumer ideologies within framing strategies. It would be valuable to understand if consumers have a more nuanced understanding of sustainability in chicken production after viewing production videos, or if certain message frames turn off already critical consumers.

Conclusion

Since consumers are hungry for information about where their food comes from, convincing consumers that on-farm activities and production practices are sustainable is
important for large broiler companies. With limited first-hand experience with agriculture, it is not feasible that consumers can make informed decisions about agriculture without access to communication about specific on-farm production practices. Companies are spending quite a bit of time developing cooking videos; it might be valuable to supplement these with more access to live footage about the nuances of farm production.

This analysis found that within the stewardship frame companies did discuss topics of people, animals, and profit, but not necessarily planet (environmental impacts). Like other scholarship, this study found that the natural state frame was associated with organic, free-range farming, while public health and catalyst of change frames were associated with production using no antibiotics ever. These frames tend to paint a near perfect image of agriculture. If large broiler companies are truly to close knowledge gaps and engage consumers in discussions about sustainability and production practices, one option might be to frame conflict as company vs. sustainability, in which companies signal their imperfect progress toward sustainability goals and the trade-offs made between animal wellbeing, nutrition, profits, and environment impacts. Sustainability is a complex topic, especially as applied to food and agricultural issues (Nisbet, 2008, 2009; Van Gorp & van der Goot, 2012). Hopefully, ongoing and thoughtful reflection on framing strategies in video narratives can help organizations reach their goals and help consumers effectively engage in discussions and decisions about food production, sustainability, and the environment.
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